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Growth model of bamboo-shaped carbon nanotubes by thermal
chemical vapor deposition
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Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes were grown on iron-deposited silicon oxide substrate by
thermal chemical vapor deposition of acetylene. The carbon nanotubes have no encapsulated iron
particles at the closed tip and a bamboo structure in which the curvature of compartment layers is
directed to the tip. A base growth model is suggested for the bamboo-shaped carbon nanotubes
grown under our experimental conditions. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Synthesis of carbon nanotubes~CNTs! using various
methods such as arc discharge,1–3 laser vaporization,4

pyrolysis,5 plasma-enhanced6 or thermal chemical vapo
deposition~CVD!,7,8 etc., has been extensively investigat
by a number of research groups. The CVD method has
tracted much attention because of the advantage that
growth of CNTs can be achieved with high purity, hig
yield, and vertical alignment. However, despite gre
progress in CVD growth of CNTs, the growth mechanis
has still not been completely understood.

Given the different synthetic techniques, it is likely th
a variety of mechanisms play a role in the growth of CNT
Two growth models, i.e., the base growth and tip grow
models, were early proposed for the catalytic growth of c
bon filaments.9 These growth models have been frequen
adopted to explain the growth mechanism of CNTs. In
case of CNTs synthesized using plasma-enhanced C
~Refs. 6, 10, and 11! and pyrolysis,12 the catalytic particles
usually remain at the tip, which was rationalized by the
growth models. In contrast, Dai and co-workers propose
base growth model for the vertically aligned CNT growth
iron ~Fe! patterned porous silicon substrates using ther
CVD.8

In the present experiment, we found no encapsula
catalytic particles at the closed tip from the CNTs grown
thermal CVD of acetylene (C2H2). The vertically aligned
CNT grown on Fe-deposited plane silicon oxide at tempe
tures over the range 750–950 °C were carefully investiga
using high-resolution transmission electron microsco
~HRTEM!. All CNTs have a bamboo structure irrespecti
of the growth temperature. Based on the HRTEM images,
suggest a base growth model for the bamboo-shaped C
grown using the thermal CVD method.

A 20 mm330 mm sizep-type Si~100! substrate with a
resistivity of 15V cm was thermally oxidized. The thicknes
of the silicon oxide (SiO2) layer was estimated to be ap
proximately 300 nm. A 100-nm-thick Fe film was thermal
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deposited on the SiO2 layer under a pressure of 1026 Torr.
The substrates were dipped in a diluted HF solution for 2
s. Then, the catalytic film was pretreated by NH3 gas with a
flow rate of 100–200 sccm for 20–40 min at 750–950 °C
order to form the catalytic particles in nanometer size, wh
is a crucial step for controlling the size and the vertical alig
ment of CNTs.13 The CNTs were grown using C2H2 with a
flow rate of 40–80 sccm for 10 min at 750–950 °C. A sca
ning electron microscope~SEM! ~Hitachi S600! and a trans-
mission electron microscope~TEM! ~Philips CM20T, 200
kV! were used to investigate the CNTs.

Figure 1 is SEM micrographs for the CNTs grown
950 °C. Figure 1~a! shows the vertically well-aligned CNT
with a uniform length of 100mm. A magnified top view, as
shown in Fig. 1~b!, reveals that the diameter is in the ran
from 100 to 200 nm. The CNTs have a closed tip and a v
clean surface without any carbonaceous particles. Mos
the tips are tilted from the vertical direction within 10°.

TEM analysis was performed on the CNTs dispersed
a carbon TEM microgrid after separating from the substr
by ultrasonic treatment in acetone. Figure 2 is the TEM i
ages showing that all CNTs consist of hollow compartmen
looking like bamboo. Figure 2~a! reveals the closed tips with
no encapsulated catalytic particles~see arrowsa!, an open
root separated from the Fe particle~see arrowb!, and the
compartment layers with a curvature directed toward the

il:

FIG. 1. SEM micrographs of vertically well-aligned CNTs grown on a
Fe-deposited SiO2 substrate, under the condition that C2H2 flows with a rate
of 40 sccm for 10 min at 950 °C.~a! Uniformly grown CNTs with a length
of 100mm. ~b! A top view showing the diameter distribution in the range
100–200 nm.
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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~see arrowsc!. A CNT with an outer diameter of about 20
nm, shown in Fig. 2~b!, has the compartment layers regular
at a distance of about 200 nm. The wall thickness increa
due to the connection with the compartment layer~see the
dotted box!, but the outer diameter remains about the sa
for the entire tube. This periodic change of wall thickne
can be also found from the CNTs grown on a coba
deposited SiO2 substrate, which was previously reported
our group.14

Figure 3~a! is a HRTEM image for the joint between th
wall ~see arrowa! and the compartment layer~see arrow
b!. Following the downward direction~see the arrow-
marked positions!, the wall with a thickness of 8 nm be
comes as thin as 6 nm and then as thick as 9 nm after
joint. The crystalline graphite sheets of the wall combi
with those of the compartment without any defects, as in

FIG. 2. TEM images of the CNTs grown at 950 °C, dispersed on a car
microgrid after stripping from the substrate.~a! All CNTs have a bamboo
structure. There are closed tips with no encapsulated catalytic particles~see
arrows a!, an open root~see arrowb!, and compartment layers with
curvature directed to the tip~see arrowsc!. ~b! The CNT has the compart
ment layers regularly at a distance of about 200 nm. The wall thickn
increases by the joint of the compartment layers~see the dotted box!.

FIG. 3. ~a! HRTEM image of a bamboo-shaped CNT, showing a jo
between the wall~see arrowa! and the compartment~see arrowb! graph-
ite sheets. Following the downward direction~see arrow-marked positions!,
the wall thickness changes from 8 to 6 nm, again to 9 nm by the joint of
compartment layer, and finally, to 8 nm. The crystalline graphite sheet
the wall combine with those of the compartment without any defects~see
arrow c!. The graphite sheets are aligned with a tilted angle of abou
toward the tube axis~see then andL!. The graphite sheets at the outsid
disappear, as indicated by arrowd. ~b! HRTEM image for the wall of a
CNT. The graphite sheets are tilted toward the tube axis~see then, L, and
,!. A crystalline graphite sheet~marked byn! becomes defective, and
finally, vanishes as indicated by arrowsa, b, andc.
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cated by arrowc. The graphite sheets of the wall ar
aligned with a tilted angle of about 5° toward the tube a
~see then andL!. The graphite sheets at the outside disa
pear, as indicated by arrowd. Figure 3~b! is a HRTEM
image of the wall of another CNT, revealing that the graph
sheets are aligned to the tube axis with a tilted angle of ab
2° ~see then, L, and,!. The graphite sheet marked byn

is crystalline~see arrowa!, becomes defective~see arrow
b!, and finally vanishes~see arrowc!.

All CNTs grown in the temperature range of 750
950 °C have the same characteristics such as no encapsu
catalytic particles and a bamboo structure. Saito and
workers reported the bamboo structure of CNTs grown us
arc discharge.15,16 The bamboo structure has been found
the CNTs grown using microwave plasma-enhanced C
~Ref. 10! and pyrolysis.12 Therefore, we can conclude tha
the formation of the bamboo structure can be possible
gardless of the growth method. However, the curvature
the compound layer in the bamboo-shaped CNTs grown
ing plasma-enhanced CVD and pyrolysis is directed to
root, which is opposite to that of our CNTs. As we me
tioned previously, those CNTs grown using plasm
enhanced CVD or pyrolysis have an encapsulated cata
particle at the tip, which is also different from our resul
The tip growth model is inappropriate to justify no encaps
lated catalytic particles at the tip. Here, we propose a b
growth model to explain the bamboo-shaped CNTs gro
under our experimental conditions.

Our growth model comprises the following structur
features of CNTs obtained from HRTEM images.~i! There is
no encapsulated metal particle at the closed tip and~ii ! a
bamboo structure with a compartment curvature directed
the tip. ~iii ! The graphite sheets of the wall are aligned
ward the tube axis with an angle of few degrees and the o
graphite sheets vanish continuously.~iv! The wall joints with
the compartment layer without any defects, resulting in
formation of a thick wall.~v! The number of graphite shee
at the wall changes, but the outer diameter remains alm
the same.

The schematic diagrams of our model are shown in F
4. Carbons produced from the decomposition of C2H2 mol-
ecules adsorb on a catalytic particle. The carbons diffuse
the surface and/or bulk of the metal particles, forming gra
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FIG. 4. Schematic diagrams of the base growth model.
e or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ite sheets as a cap on the catalytic particles, as illustrate
Fig. 4~a!. Once the formation of the graphite sheet starts,
diffusion of carbons probably accelerates into the reac
zone of the catalytic particle, thus the carbons are cont
ously added to the edge of the cap. As the cap lifts off
catalytic particle, a closed tip with the inside hollow
formed@Fig. 4~b!#. The motive force departing from the cat
lytic particle may be the stress accumulated under the gra
ite cap. The wall would grow toward the vertical directio
with a certain angle and the outer graphite sheets disapp
The accumulation of carbons at the inner surface of the c
lytic particle occurs mainly via bulk diffusion, which pro
duces the compartment graphite sheets. The compartm
graphite sheets grow by forming the joint with the wall,
shown in the TEM image of Fig. 3~a!. As the wall grows
further, the compartment layer departs from the catalytic p
ticle due to stress@see Fig. 4~c!#. Next, the compartmen
layer grown on the catalytic particle is again connected w
the wall@see Fig. 4~d!#. The shape of the compartment laye
is probably influenced by the surface geometry of the ca
lytic particle. When the carbons are supplied continuou
under steady-state condition, the compartment layers can
pear periodically@see Fig. 4~e!#, which is consistent with
Fig. 2~b!.

In summary, we have reported the growth of vertica
aligned CNTs on an Fe-deposited SiO2 substrate by therma
CVD of C2H2 at 750–950 °C. All the CNTs have no enca
sulated catalytic particles at the closed tip and a bam
structure. The curvature of the compartment layers is alw
directed to the tip. HRTEM images provide informatio
whereby the bamboo-shaped CNTs grow by forming a jo
loaded 26 Aug 2010 to 163.152.37.129. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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between the wall and compartment. We propose a b
growth model to explain the structure of the CNTs. O
model would provide insight into understanding the grow
mechanism of CNTs.
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